The February bi-monthly competition gallery

Roseanne Robinson - Levada Erosion
I took this on holiday in Madeira during a Levada walk. As a keen hiker I have visited Madeira on several occasions and
each year see more and more erosion on the beautiful Levada walks,making them dangerous.
Several forest fires followed by heavy rains have caused land slides.
This image was taken to show the narrow path with severe drops to the left and overhanging rock to the right. Climate
change is certainly leaving its mark on this lovely Island

Mike Longhurst FRPS - St Pancras Underground
This is from my current project studying London Transportation Signage and Iconography.
It is from the third section, on impact of signage in the urban landscape. Other sections cover signage as visual art and in
the human context.

Harrison Galgut - Catch a Train
It is a stand-alone picture which I saw was going to happen the moment I stood in kings cross and saw the light shining
through this archway. I then set up camp (so to speak) and wait for the right person to pass through.
It was shot on a Nikon D750, 70mm, ISO 400, 1/400th, and f/16.

Samantha Johnson - Sidelong Glances
This was taken at the end of a 10 1/2 mile walk through Keswick. The subjects were sat behind a small building so I didn’t
see them until walking past. I managed to capture them both looking in a sideways direction which makes the shot a little
more quirky. It was taken with a manual Leica; Tri - X 400 pushed to 1600 to give contrast and grain and a 50mm lens, f11
1/500.

Winner image:

Mark Slater - Child of Moria Camp
This image is part of a wider piece of work focusing on the migrants who are currently living in the infamous Moria Refugee camp on Lesbos Greece. The numbers are sprayed onto the homes people have build in the Olive Grove camp, which is located just outside of the main camp.
The original migrant camp of Moria was built to hold 3,000 people, to date there are over 20,000 people living in or around the camp. Conditions within this
area are appalling, but NGO’s and international aid agencies are trying to improve the situation. But with conditions deteriorating and more migrants arriving
almost daily this is a challenging situation.
For children in the camp there is little to do, access to healthcare is problematic and many children have underlying health issues, only compounded by poor
sanitation and living conditions.

Des King ARPS - Curiosity
Walking around a village in Kerala India, this shot is one of a set of images documenting local people. I was just taking a grab shot
of the window, when the young girl appeared in the frame.
Taken with a Sony RX100 Mk lll in Program mode on the 20th January, 2020, cropped a little and converted to BW in Elements 18.

David Collins LRPS - Working safely
I attach an image taken on 4th February at a boat yard in Lowestoft, Suffolk. The young man was working on a new stern
post for a yacht built in the early 1900’s but that had not been used for many years. The image was taken on a Nikon
D810, 24-70 f2.8 lens at 40, 1/125 sec at F4.5
Due to the amount of dust and resin thrown up by the saw the worked had used the protective gear.

Jim Owers - Labelling Cheeses
As part of my series of projects on work and play on the Isle of Wight I decided to document the making of Isle of Wight Cheese at the
Queen
Bower Dairy at Alverston on the island. A small group of individuals produce five different and unique award winning cheeses for
consumption on the island and in the South of England. I was privileged to work alongside them over a period of time recording the
people and how they went about producing these products. Alison is one of the skilled team who wrap, label and pack the finished
cheeses ready for shipment. They are a happy bunch who work closely together as a team.

Mark Corpe LRPS- The caretaker
I took this image on Tuesday 11th February 2020 when I visited the recently refurbished pedestrian tunnel which passes under the
river Tyne between Jarrow and Howden. I had in mind to photograph the northbound escalator in motion but when I got there I saw
that the escalator was shut down whilst the caretaker (seen in the image) was cleaning the divider panels. This presented an opportunity in itself which I thought might work well with use of a short telephoto lens on wide aperture. Thus I used my Fuji XF 90 mm lens
(35mm equiv = 135mm) at f2. ISO 400 gave a sufficiently fast shutter speed of 1/30 sec on the Fuji X-H1. So although I had intended
to photograph the location, seeing the caretaker at work was a bonus and I took the shot to document everyday life as I saw it.

Highly commended:

Ann Chown - Dave
I was watching Dave digging for lugworms at Rye Harbour and, being a documentary photographer and one who likes engaging with and
photographing strangers, I approached him to ask whether I could take some pictures. He was happy for me to do so, but we also had a
long chat. He was, until the end of last year, a fisherman, fishing out of Rye Harbour. He sold his boat as he believes there is no future in
fishing, simply because he said there are no fish left. He now has a business washing out wheelie bins and enjoys the security of this new
job. This picture of Dave will form part of an ongoing project to photograph strangers.
Exif:ISO 100, 48 mm, f/5.6, 1/320 sec

Glyn Powell-Evans- Lust
The shot was taken in Brighton as part of my on-going project “I do like to be beside the seaside”. It is titled “Lust”
I usually use my DSLR with a 50mm for my street photography however it was not a wide enough angle to capture this
shot so I grabbed my iPhone.

Robert Helliwell ARPS- Taking Notice

Andreas Scholz - Pit (from the series Pompeii II)
Since May 2018, under military restrictions, I have been documenting the island of Failaka located 20km off the coast of Kuwait in the Arabian Gulf. Once a trading post within
the empire of Alexander the Great, the ruins of Ikaros, an Ancient Greek settlement on the island, continue to be unearthed today. Like the mythological hero Icarus who fell to
his death, two thousand years later, Failaka fell victim to the Iraqi invasion. Now a depopulated island, like the modern-day Pompeii rained upon by volcanic ash in its glory days,
Failaka lies bullet-ridden and abandoned. Ransacked, dust-laden and in ruins, its twentieth-century affluence is documented in the relics of ornately tiled bathrooms and kitchens, strips of plush wallpaper peeling like dead skin from crumbling walls. Like an archaeologist digging for fragments of the past, in Fait (1992) Sophie Ristelhueber’s forensic
yet distant eye documents the physical aftermath of The Gulf Wars – the debris, the craters and tank tracks – traces of military intervention. In part, Pompeii II is a response to
her work, looking instead at the civilian cost, capturing the intimate spaces, domestic relics of life on the island, the familiar and personal objects that survived the moment of its
destruction. In the words of photographer and critic, Victor Burgin (2007), ‘Every photograph is the trace of a previous state of the world, a vestige of how things were’, and the
summation of every photograph ever taken, he adds ‘is the ruin of the world’. In Pompeii II I seek to capture not only my sense of paralysis in response to a traumatic human
event, but to contribute to the palimpsest of photographic images that make up our more recent human history.

Terry Cherrill LRPS - And don’t drop this
Attached is a picture spotted on a wander along Church Street, the old conservation area of Chesham, Buckinghamshire.
Most of the houses are 200- 500 years old and the roofs consist of tiles which were made locally - are therefore very brittle. There is one remaining brickworks in the County and their wood fired, handmade tiles, are expensive. So don’t drop
tools on the roof!

Anna Jastrzebska - Serenity
It’s Castle Combe village. I love the contrast between quick life in the city and calm, peaceful and untroubled life in village.
I think a lot of people are still in a hurry somewhere and I wanted to show we can find a peaceful place for reset our mind.

Neil Johansson - Waiting in line
I’m taking a photograph every day of the year in 2020 with a different digital camera each month. This was captured with
the Pentax I-10. Taken in Rhyl Town Centre, this was a lucky spot.

Patsy Southwell - Bristol Banksy
This is Bristol’s newest Banksy. There were lots of people photographing
it when I arrived. I particularly liked the photographer here as he had
a red top pointing to the red part of the Graffiti.

Daniel Simon - Fujairah Friday
Every Friday afternoon in the emirate of Fujairah, UAE, locals gather in a car park on the seafront. A tradition older than the country itself, the Friday bullfights see
Emiratis pit their prize bulls against one another in a contest of brute strength. Unlike most other forms of bullfighting, the bulls themselves are not harmed and
‘fight’ other bulls only for the pride of being the strongest. I live in Dubai, which is only a 90 minute drive away. However, compared to the glitz and glamour of the
metropolis on the other coast, Fujairah is a world apart. I have made fairly frequent visits to the bullfights which, along with the camel races (see the November competition for details!) are a cornerstone of Emirati culture. On each visit I take many, many photographs. This time, however, was the first time I had seen a bull led by
children.
Camera: Olympus OM-D E-M1 mk2 Lens: Panasonic Lumix G Vario 100-300 f4-5.6 @ 100mm f/4, ISO 200, 1/640s

David Baxter- Leeds Station
I was returning from a meeting at the Media Museum in Bradford and took the opportunity of snapping the people in the
busy station in the evening rush hour while waiting for a connecting train.
Pansonic DMC-G7
20mm Lumix G, 1/40sec at f4.4, ISO 3200

Terry Day LRPS- Lady and friends
I attach my image for this months competition. I am currently working on a series of images of the London Villages, this
image having being taken a couple of days ago in Hampstead. I am trying as far as possible to capture the character of
each village.

Graham Evans - York Railway Station
This is the roof of York Railway Station. It is such a grand piece of architecture which I have been trying to capture for some time. The use of a fish
eye lens enabled me to emphasise the sweeping curves to advantage.
EXIF details:
Pentax KP body with a Samyang 8mm f3.5 fish eye lens
1/125 second at f8
ISO 1600

Lorraine Poole - Killer heels
My very first visit backstage at a drag show, and the beginning of a project I am working on documenting the ‘Art of Drag’, behind the scenes, meeting the
drag queens as well as the talented men behind their personas. This image shows Sally Monella preparing for her performance at Rubyz Cabaret in Bournemouth. Here she is putting on her killer heels for the night. It was important for me to capture candid and spontaneous shots in order to portray the authentic realness of this fabulous art form, and the hard work that goes on and off stage. I am a huge fan so I was very grateful and also very excited to be
able to begin this project, one of which I have wanted to do for a long time.
Canon EOS 6D, EF 24-105 mm f/4L IS USM - ISO 1600,28 mm, f/4.0, 1/30th sec.
No flash, just used the lighting in the dressing room.

Gerard Liston- Student Strike
I’ve just started a 2020 project to document the people and activities of a local Extinction Rebellion group in the Calder Valley of West
Yorkshire, particularly, following half a dozen individuals. One of these coordinates the actions of young people, which includes a
commitment to strike on the last Friday of each month. This picture was taken on a dull and damp January day as they gathered to
decide where and how they would make themselves seen and heard in Hebden Bridge.
Fujifilm X-E3 / 16mm fixed focal lens / f5 / ISO1600 / 1/100 sec

Valerie Mather- Local canoeist checks out flooding in York City centre
I was in York this week photographing the floods caused by storm Dennis when I spotted a canoe paddling along inside a multi-storey car park!
I quickly ran towards the closed road next to the car park in time to see him paddle out onto the closed road and off along the
flooded River Ouse. I fired off a couple of shots, moving my feet to get the closed road sign into the composition before he was lost
to view. I shouted after him to ask was he part of the emergency services and he said no, just an enthusiast who wanted to see the
flooding close up. My wellies leaked so I spent the rest of the day with cold wet feet!

Stephen Marsh - Soul City (Pyramid of Oranges by Roelof Louw)
Taken at Tate Modern. The work is initially made of approx. 5,800 oranges, but as viewers are invited to take an
orange from the stack the structure gradually dwindles and changes shape.

Gordana Johnson - Untitled
There is something haunting and very sad about the man holding the sign-it is a very emotional image. The man in the
foreground adds a physical depth and an ambiguity about his reaction. The image was taken regarding the terrorist attack
in London Bridge in November 2019

Mark Adams LRPS- Camouflage

James Mahon - Election Day
It was Saturday February 8th. which was the day of the General election in Ireland. This photo was taken in the campaign office of one
of the candidates. It was a busy day with turnout percentage figures being processed and campaign members trying to ensure that the
voters would come out and vote. I was in the office for a couple of hours just capturing the happenings. This is one of 10 images. I like
the layering of the shot with the three people doing three different things independently of each other. Unfortunately the candidate
failed to be elected, losing out by around 1000 votes
Fujifilm X100F
f2; 1/30sec; ISO 500

Highly commended:

Ian Wright ARPS- Game Shoot Kinger
The image is part of a long-term project documenting rural life in the area of north-east Lincolnshire where I live - an area of
small hamlets, country market towns, big fields and big skies. A very traditional, conservative and ‘English’ way of life - the project is provisionally entitled ‘Rooted’ which gives an idea of the working hypothesis . The game shooting season starts in September and goes through to the end of January. I have been privileged to be welcomed as an observer and photographer and
have very much enjoyed the conversations I have had with the community - deeply thoughtful and articulate people.

Mike Woodman- No Half Measures
Taken outside the Albion Health Centre 333 Whitechapel Road London E1 1BU
As I was passing I spotted that curiously the door to the Health Centre had been cut off from its original full height ....
Was this to discourage tall individuals from attending or was there some technical reason behind that savage act

Andy Holloway-Rock Club 60
The image is titled “Rock Club 60” it’s taken at a rock’n’roll club in northern Italy. I love this small moment that I think perfectly captures the spirit of the smll band of people keeping the spirit of the music of the 50s alive in small clubs across the world
It’s part of a wider work entitled The Ted Project which documents contemporary Teddy Boys around the world. Teddy Boys have are
arguably the first uniformed youth cult starting around 1953 and they are still here. Mainly in small underground bars and weekend
events, I’ve been pursuing the project for 4 years thus far

Highly commended:

Katherine Maguire - Damaged retinas
This image is part of my work towards a ARPS panel. I suffer from a disease that can cause blood vessels to form on my retinas, which in turn cause damage and leave behind
scars. The scarred areas of the retinas are no longer able to process light correctly. The scars have developed on the edge of the macular of each eye. This has resulted in my
central vision is being blurred, as the brain uses this vision to focus the light that falls on the rest of the retina, my whole vision becomes blurred.
By combining two images taken at the same time, I am attempting to illustrate what it is like to live with damaged retinas. Using a 50 focal length lens, an aperture of f2.2 at a
focus distance 5m on half of the image is produced to represent how I see the world, with only within 10 metres being in focus. The second half is then taken by changing the
focus distance to infinity and changing the aperture to f10 and then combined to create one image.
EXIF Data
1st haft :1/1600. f2.2, ISO 400, 26 Jan 2020 15:07:59 2nd haft: 1/60, f11, ISO 400 26 Jan 2020 15:08:08

Rolf Kraehenbuehl-Untitled-From the Series Swiss surfaces
I recently started photographing things most people probably wouldn’t photograph, and playing with visual and geometric
patterns. If nothing else, the results make me smile.

Stephen Bywater-St Ives New Years Street Party
The News Years Eve Street party in St Ives is brilliant. Family fun, laughter and smiles. The streets are a crush of people.
This photo of three kids dressed in masks of the dead is just one of a series I took this year. I like the engagement with the
camera.

Dawn Clifford LRPS-The Headless Artist
This one was taken in the warm and dry at the National Portrait Gallery in December 2019. I spotted the artist with his
head down and thought it contrasted well with the busts he was drawing. Tricky lighting and taken handheld with my
compact camera. f/2.5, 1/80 sec, ISO 3200.

Simon Maddison-Wild Beaver Pie
I continue to document Hitchin market, its changes and decline. This sign was out by a pie stall in a small section of the
market that had open stalls on what should be a busy Saturday. It struck me as weird that on the day when Britain finally
is waking up to the enormity of the coronavirus and the possible impact here, and when China is closing down food markets and banning the sale of wild animals that a stall owner finds it amusing to still put this sign out.

Rupert Hitchcox-Storm Ciara

Rob Kershaw ARPS-Heroines
The image was taken in the Olympic Park area east Londo and was a grab shot whilst on walkabout. I was impressed by
these ladies who have given up their time to support the lives of others less fortunate than themselves.

